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sixth-gen Camaro, in any guise, is incredibly good to drive. But as fun as the turbo-four or V-6
models can beâ€”especially in 1LE guise â€”there's something about a V-8 Camaro that's
perfect. And now, with the addition of the LT1 model to the lineup, it just got a little bit cheaper
to take home a hp Camaro. Offered with a choice of six-speed manual or speed automatic

transmission , the Camaro LT1 gets LT exterior styling overall but adds the SS's vented hood,
LT1 fender badges, and black bowtie emblems. It also gets 8. The main tweaks include moving
the bowtie emblem from the front crossbar to the upper grille, as well as rendering that bar in
body color rather than black. This addresses the gripes many fans had when the refreshed
Camaro debuted last year. The 3. Chevy says the transmission is based on the same design
used with the SS and ZL1 but modified to suit the performance envelope of the V The Camaro
lineup also gets a few new option and packaging changes. The highlights include a new Rally
Green paint choice; the chance to spec the ZL1's red seat belts and console pads; tinted
taillamp lenses and a rear spoiler option on LS and LT models; the option of inch wheels and
red or orange brake calipers on the LT, LT1, and SS; available Recaro seats on the LT; and a
microfiber-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob available on the SS and LT. The updated
Chevrolet Camaro arrives at dealers this fall. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Nelson Ireson Words. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Sorry, Ford Mustang, your time as
the newest pony car on the block is over. Research a new Chevrolet Camaro. Find a used
Chevrolet Camaro on Auto Trader. The big news is that the all-new Camaro is smaller yet more
powerful than before. Chevrolet calls it leaner and this is backed up by the news that the
Camaro is at least 90kg lighter than the outgoing car, depending on model. It certainly looks
more athletic - a testament to the hours spent testing in the wind tunnel. Around 70 percent of
the architectural components are unique to the Camaro, with structural rigidity increased by 28
percent. Which is all well and good, but you really want to know the performance figures. Well,
this is a Camaroâ€¦. The choice of powertrains range from a hp 2. Two things are worthy of note
here. Firstly, the 2. Secondly, the hp and lb ft of torque offered by the SS makes it the most
powerful Camaro SS ever made. Boom, etc. The interior in the all-new Camaro has also been
overhauled, with an entirely new instrument panel and an electronic parking brake to replace
the previous traditional handbrake. Good grief, this is a thoroughly modern Camaro. So this is
the future, but what of the past? We take a look back at some of the highlights. Gavin
Braithwaite-Smith. Players not taking the knee isn't the end of the world - let's stop getting
hysterical. Now, you're in the sunken place! Ad HelloFresh. Ad PopdustEats for HelloFresh. Full
Screen. History of the Chevrolet Camaro in pictures Sorry, Ford Mustang, your time as the
newest pony car on the block is over. Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you
purchase something through recommended links in this article. The most powerful Camaro SS
ever made The choice of powertrains range from a hp 2. Camaro: ambient lighting and an
electronic handbrake The interior in the all-new Camaro has also been overhauled, with an
entirely new instrument panel and an electronic parking brake to replace the previous traditional
handbrake. Slideshow continues on the next slide. Ford Mustang Do not adjust your set, this is
indeed a first generation Ford Mustang. When Ford launched the original pony car in it caught
everyone - including General Motors - off guard. By the summer of , the project was underway.
Two years later, the Mustang had a rival. Much like the Ford Mustang was based on a more
humble platform - in its case, the Ford Falcon - the Camaro was based on the Chevy Nova.
Crucially, the Camaro was based on the revised Nova of , despite launching in Official pace car
of the Indy In its first year, the Chevrolet Camaro secured a role as the official pace car of the
Indy Publicity such as this was required in order for the Camaro to play catch-up with the
Mustang. Chevrolet failed to capitalise on the exposure generated by the appearance at the Indy
as no replica versions were offered. In its first year, the Camaro amassed a total off , sales.
Compare that to the , of the Mustang. It featured a hp 4. Official pace car of the Indy In ,
Chevrolet introduced Astro Ventilation, which did away with the need for vented windows. The
Camaro also received new taillights and grille. A year later, the Chevrolet Camaro returned as
the official pace car of the Indy Replica of the Indy pace car Chevrolet now offered a replica of
the Indy pace car. A total of 3, found homes in the United States. Camaro begins to sell in big
numbers Many Camaro enthusiasts consider the cars of to be the best of the breed. The
refreshed styling certainly helped, but this was also the year in which Chevrolet offered
variable-ratio power steering as an option. Multiple power options How do you like your
big-block V8 engine served? Maybe hp, or hp, perhaps even hp. Decisions, decisionsâ€¦
Decisions, decisions. A pair of icons on one beach. All good things come to an end Given the
success of the Camaro in , it was perhaps surprising to discover a replacement was due. Only
three years after its launch, the days of the first generation Camaro were drawing to a close. A
new car was on the way. Indeed, many people have likened its design to that of the Ferrari GT
Lusso. But whatever, it successfully managed to take the Camaro into the new decade. Bigger,
heavier, slowerâ€¦ However, these were changing times for the Chevrolet Camaro. The second
generation car - which arrived in dealers in February - was bigger and heavier than before. That
said, it was still based on the Chevy Nova, but would get progressively slower and less powerful
as the years went by. Strikes and insurance premiums As the number of standard accessories

went up, the power went down. Chevrolet was struggling thanks to a strike, while rising
insurance costs were hampering sales of pony cars. The drop-top version was dropped This
was a more mature Camaro. Heck, Chevrolet even dropped the convertible version for the
second generation model. By contrast, Ford was still shifting units of the Mustang, albeit at a
reduced rate than before. Indeed, the launch of the second generation Mustang was still a full
four years away. Over a thousand partially completed cars had to be scrapped as it was not
feasible to bring them into line with the new US vehicle standards of The end for the Camaro
General Motors considered calling time on the Camaro. Barely a decade after its launch, the
economic viability of the pony car was being questioned. Fortunately, the Camaro lived on to
fight another day. Bumper cars The early s heralded a new dawn of safety regulations,
particularly in the US. Or something. The six-cylinder offered hp and the V8 as little as hp! Yet
despite this, the Camaro was coming into its own. An authentic pony car To some, the Camaro
and its cousin, the Pontiac Firebird, were the only true pony cars left on sale. In , the Camaro
beat the Mustang in the sales chart for the first time. Chevrolet shifted close to , units, far more
than the , Mustangs. You can blame the Mustang II for that. Camaro Z28 returnsâ€¦ of sorts The
re-emergence of the Z28 must have helped, too. It featured a stiffer suspension, better steering,
a new exhaust system and a V8 engine producing hp. Cosmetic tweaks for the Z28 Not only
that, but the new Z28 also gained new graphics, a larger rear spoiler and painted rally wheels.
This looks every inch a pony car of the late s. Camaro T-Top arrives Crazy brochure photo alert!
Chevrolet may have been struggling to perfect the art of photo retouching, but in it did manage
to launch the first T-Top variant of the Camaro. Chevrolet Camaro Berlinetta Things got even
better in when , Camaros were sold. This figure has never been beaten. Also this year, Chevrolet
introduced a new Berlinetta edition. She looks pleased with it. Third generation Camaro is
launched Fast forward to and the launch of the new third generation Camaro. This was a proper
overhaul, with the Camaro now offered with fuel injection, a four-speed automatic transmission,
five-speed manual gearbox, four-cylinder engine, inch alloy wheels and a hatchback bodies.
These were all production firsts for the Camaro. Fortunately a 2. The third generation Camaro
was the official pace car of the Indy Chevrolet produced a number of silver and blue replicas to
mark the occasion. This felt like a proper Camaro, with a hp 5. Berlinetta, digital dash and stop
light In the meantime, Chevrolet launched a Berlinetta version, available with either a V6 or V8
engine. It also signalled the arrival of a digital dashboard - a first for the Camaro. All interiors
should look like this. The hp 5. This photo shows a car. Convertible returns In , the option of a
convertible retuned to the Chevrolet Camaro line-up. The four-cylinder engine was killed off,
much to the delight of Camaro enthusiasts. Z28 is no more While in , the Z28 disappeared from
the range, the IROC badge now denoting the high-performance cars in the range. Common
sense prevailed as the rear spoiler became standard, thus hiding the ugly rear brake light. So,
you guessed it, the Z28 returned to the range. End of term for the third generation Come the
early 90s and the third generation Camaro was on borrowed time. A strictly-limited B4C pursuit
vehicle was produced, while the last-of-the-line cars received 25th Anniversary badges on the
dashboard. Fourth generation Camaro is launched And so to and the launch of the third
generation Camaro. Once again, Chevrolet marked the occasion with the Camaro being the
official pace car of the Indianapolis The new car was much softer in its appearance and
available with a choice of either a hp V6 or a hp 5. Fortunately there was no four-cylinder option.
The convertible returns You could never accuse Chevrolet of not being prepared to change its
mind. In , the convertible returned, helping to boost sales after a slow period in It was said to
pay tribute to the Indy pace car. Camaro soldiers on From here on in, the Chevrolet Camaro kind
of soldiered on. But was a low point, with only 29, cars sold in the full year. It was no surprise
when the Camaro died in , possibly forever. The Camaro is back! Not a chance. Chevrolet took
the period of rest to perfect the Camaro recipe. In , the Camaro retuned and oh boy, was it good
to see it back. In a shock move, the Chevrolet Camaro also came to Britain. The original,
updated? Sensibly, Chevrolet looked to the past to bring the new car to life. The Coke-bottle
styling paid homage the first generation Camaro, along with the cross-hatch grille and
rear-quarter gills. Five years on, the fifth generation Camaro still looks the part. Thanks to its hp
6. It could also do a quarter-mile sprint in Notice the slash between Z and How does hp and
mm-wide tyres grab you? Did you find the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar
stories. I'm already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve?
Please give an overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external
site Opens an external site in a new window. The Camaro SS had big power with the and
engines, a special 3 speed transmission, sport striping and a heavy insulated hood. The Chevy
Camaro followed the Mustang so close that the specifications for the first Camaro were
extremely similar to the Mustang. Chevrolet came out with their Camaro in September of The
first generation Camaros ran from the through the model years. The Chevrolet Camaro marked

the last of the first generation and is arguably the most popular. Since both automobiles were
going after the same market, Chevy had some catching up to do. The comparisons between the
Chevy Camaro and the Ford Mustang has been discussed for many decades. Both have their
diehard fans and both sides can offer compelling arguments. One significant difference
between the two was that the Chevrolet Camaro seemed to have many more options available.
As an example, there were about 80 factory and 40 dealer options for a potential buyer. Some
consider this a big advantage for the Camaro. The Camaro SS was built with the option of three
available engines. Standard for the SS performance package were the or cubic inch V-8 with a
Rochester four barrel carburetor. These engines delivered and HP respectively. An option for
the SS model was a cubic inch V-8 with an impressive horsepower. Suspension was
independent at the front and a live axle at the rear. The Camaro SS dimensions included a
length of inches, 74 inches width
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and Wheelbase was inches. Curb weight was about lbs. Total Chevy Camaro production was ,
vehicles. The Sport Coupe was the highest production model with , built and was the Camaro
base model. Comaro Convertibles produced in totaled 17, The Chevy Camaro SS is an excellent
highly valued collector automobile. The first generation Chevrolet Camaro is one of the most
recognizable cars in the world due to its unique lines. If you love speed, then the model years of
the s and s produced some terrific muscle car models. That is a wide range but there are many
variables into the values. Overall condition, degree of restoration, original parts and of course
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